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Completion

Polonggou Bridge, China

156+430+156

Under Construction

Kigamboni Bridge, Tanzania

100+200+100

Under Construction

Yachi River Bridge, China

220+800+220

Under Construction

Mohkota Bridge, Indonesia

185+370+185

Under Construction

Applications

Cable-stayed
Bridge

Karoon 4 Bridge, Iran

44.5+205+92

Under Construction

Wuta Bridge, Taiwan

95+160+105

Under Construction

Wuxiang Bridge,China

145+300+145

2014

Dachong Yong River Bridge,China

139+332+113

2014

Second Hejiang Yangtze River Bridge,China

133+420+133

2013

Ahwaz Bridge, Iran

102+212+102

2012

Qingxiu Bridge,Taiwan

52+75+50

2011

Laly Bridge, Iran

256

2010

Nantaihu Bridge, China

160+320+160

2005

Anqing Bridge, China

215+510+215

2004

Jinhua Jinwu Bridge,China

125

1997

…………………………………………

Extradosed
Cable-stayed
Bridge

Chaoyanggou Bridge,China

118+188+108

Under Construction

Shenmen Bridge, China

115+200+115

Under Construction

Ruili River Bridge, China

99+180+99

Under Construction

Xinyanggang Bridge, China

120+216+120

Nanao Bridge,China

2015

126+238+126

2014

Changshan Bride, China

140+260+140

2013

Playon Bridge, Columbia

92+92

2012

Geamjea Bridge, Korea

65+105+65

2012

Kumga Bridge, Korea

85+5X125+85

2010

Shah Amanat, Bangladesh

115+3X200+115

2009

Gakhwa Bridge, Korea

80+80

2008

Chorak Bridge, Korea

55+3X100+55

2008

Longmen Bridge,China

75+2X125+75

2007

Zhanbei Bridge, China

81+132+81

2001

…………………………………………
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OVM250 & OVMAT Multi-strand Stay Cable System

LIUZHOU OVM MACHINERY CO.,LTD.

Wholly owned subsidaries
OVM International Ltd.
OVM Cable Products Co.,Ltd.

OVM Multi-strand Stay Cable System
OVM multi-strand stay cable system consists of multiple high strength PE sheathed galvanized or epoxy
coated and parallelly placed strands, compact anchorages at both ends, outer HDPE pipes, dampers,
monitoring system (alternatively) and other accessories. It is designed according to and fulfill the
requirements in fib, CIP, PTI, etc.
Its main advantages:

Orient Engineering Rubber Products Co.,Ltd.
OVM Engineering Co.,Ltd.
OVM Structure Monitoring Technologty Co.,Ltd.

Excellent fatigue resistance performance. Fatigue tests have proven that a stress range 250MPa and
upper stress 0.45GTUS are successfully resisted for over 2 million dynamic cycles.
Good anchoring reliability. Static load tests have proven to satisfy min. 0.95GUTS; Even under low service
stress condition, e.g, 0.05GUTS, it still maintains reliable anchoring function.
Except wedges being set and rigidly contacted in conical holes of anchor plate to transfer cable load to
bridge structures, there is no other rigid contact occurrences along full length of cable and it avoid fretting
fatigue and hence well enhance the entire system’s fatigue performance.
Good water tightness performance and satisfies requirements in fib, CIP & PTI.

Holding subsidaries
Hong Kong OVM Engineering Company Ltd.
Siping OVM Machinery Co.,Ltd.
Hubei OVM Cable Products Co.,Ltd.

Good corrosion protection system. Stable and durable filler are filled inside of anchorage to provide good
corrosive protection on anchoring and tensile elements; Individual strand is protected by multiple barriers.
Outer HDPE pipe serves to protect internal tensile elements and resist UV radiation.
Easy installation. Capable of individual strand stressing and de-stressing operation, as well as integral
cable stressing and adjustment operation.
Individual strand is inspectable and replaceable. Cable replacement could be done with very slightly
interference to traffic running on bridge, and no need heavy equipment for this operation.
Cable force and health condition could be monitored during its construction process and whole service life.

OVM Brief
OVM leads the Chinese prestressing industry
Thanks to 50 years of experience,OVM is now a leading product supplier and specialist contractor in
China in the field of prestressing and other special construction techniques. Enjoying with a high reputation
on its reliability,professionalism and innovation,OVM’s series technology and products have successfully
applied on numerous projects, including of bridges,highways,high-speed railways, buildings,dams,nuclear
power plants,LNG,and have achieved worldwide acknowledgments.

OVM Multi-strand Stay Cable System
OVM provides full-scale and innovative stay cables for cable-stayed and extradosed bridges.OVM is
specialized to execute activities of stay cable design,manufacture and installation,monitoring and
maintenance.In past decades,OVM has supplied to,contracted or subcontracted, associated with or
involved in 300+ cable-stayed and extradosed bridges worldwide.
Enjoying with its outstanding reliability,OVM stay cable is also widely employed as provisional supporting
cable for construting of large-scale structures.

www.ovm.cn
sales @ ovm.cn

Lusong Bridge, China
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OVM250 Stay Cable Structure

OVM Stay Cable

OVM250 stay cable system can be divided into three parts:

The cable consists of a bundle of individually PE sheathed,low relaxation,
galvanized or epoxy-coated strands,the void between strand and PE
sheath is filled by anti-corrosive grease or wax.

Anchorage zone―anchorage,anti-corrosion agent,sealing
device,bearing plate,guide pipe and cap,etc.
Transition zone―damper,collar,HDPE pipe connector and
waterproof cap

HDPE pipe

Free length―PE sheathed strands and outer HDPE pipe

Sensor
E. cable

Anchor cap
Grease/Wax

Wedge
Load cell
(if required)

Wide size range of cable

Adjustable
anchorage

Internal Damper

Bearing plate

Guide pipe
HDPE pipe connector

PE sheathed strand

Shantou Queshi Bridge, China

Tianjin Chifeng Bridge, China

HDPE pipe

The size range of OVM multi-strand stay cable system varies 12 to 160 strands per anchorage.
The larger capacity could be ecustomized according to client’s requirement.

Waterproof cap

External damper(if required)
Internal Damper
Guide pipe

Collar

HDPE pipe
HDPE pipe is the outermost protection of the cable,which isolates the
corrosive matter from cable and resists UV radiation.HDPE pipe is
extruded from high-density polyethylene, color could be customized to
satisfy the aesthetic requirements.
There are two options for outer HDPE pipe:
single - layer and double-layer types.
Double-layer HDPE pipe is composed of two layers of co-extruded HDPE,
an inner black layer and an outer colored layer.

Single-layer HDPE pipe

Double-layer HDPE pipe

Bearing plate
Wax/Grease
Anchor cap

Fixed anchorage
Wedge

(Adjustable anchorage could be altematively placed at deck or pylon as per actual bridge project demand )

www.ovm.cn
sales @ ovm.cn

Durable Anti-corrosion Protection
The anchorage surface is anti- corrosively treated,and the whole
anchorage assembly are waterproof,and fufill requirments in the
CIP,fib and PTI recommendations.

Waterproof cap

www.ovm.cn
sales @ ovm.cn
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Stay Cable Vibration Controlling

OVM250 Stay Cable Anchorage

Vibration is hazardous to stay cables. It is necessary to have stay cable vibrating behavior properly
suppressed during its service life.
Stay cable vibration occurs and exists probably due to main reasons as follows:

Main Advantages

Parametric excited resonance ( due to Vehicle / Structure )
Wind excited vibration ( e . g . Vortex / Wake / Chattering / Galloping )
Rain - wind induced vibration

Anchorage zone includes adjustable and fixed
anchorages,the cable force is transferred to
bridge deck/pylon via anchored wedges.
OVM250 Stay Cable Anchorage consists

Anchor head Socket
Wedge

of Adjustable and Fixed Ends.
The most effective solution for vibration control is to increase its structural damp of stay cables. Following
measures are commonly executed to control cable vibration :

Strand is stressed and anchored by wedge

To adopt double helix ribs on HDPE pipe, it will change cable appearance state, reduce cable

transferred through anchored wedges,

aerodynamic drag and disturb forming of water flow, can effectively inhibit rain-wind induced vibration,

anchor socket, bearing plates to structure.

individually. Cable load is successively
Sealing set

PE
sheathed
strand

reduce vibration amplitude and occurring probability of rain-wind induced vibration on stay cables.
To install built-in Viscous Shear Damper ( VSD ) at guide pipe entrance . The viscous shear damp is
designed and made by applying principle of viscous resistance occurs when fluid goes through staggered
spiles, and can significantly control cable vibration.
To Install external permanent magnet adjustable magnetorheological damper at free length of
stay cable.The magnetorheological fluid provides damping force and the permanent magnet functions
adjustment and controlling behavior. The damper can afford sufficient and adjustable damping force,
to obtain the most optimal damping performance on stay cable.

Adjustable anchorage is fitted by a ring nut
on anchor plate. It could be alternatively
placed at upper or lower sides according
to actual engineering requests and it permit
to stress strands at both sides.
Except wedges being seated in and rigidly
contacted with conical holes of anchor plate,
there is no other rigid contact occurrences

Viscous Shear Damper (VSD)

Nut

Anchor plate
Anchor head

along full length of cable and it avoid fretting
fatigue and hence well enhance the entire

Wedge

system’s fatigue performance.
PE
sheathed
strand

The ring nut on the threaded anchor socket
enables to integrally adjust cable force
and length. Individual strand or entire cable

Sealing set

are inspectable and replaceable.
Surface of anchorage is with galvanization
for temporary corrosion protection. Stable
and durable filler are filled inside of anchorage
to provide good corrosive protection on
anchoring and tensile elements;
Good water tightness performance by being installed with sealing device.
Type HDMR Permanent Magnet Adjustable
Magnetorheological Damper

www.ovm.cn
sales @ ovm.cn

Circular arc being set out at deviating entrance area to avoid stress concentration on strands
and anchorage.

www.ovm.cn
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Tests
High anchoring and fatigue performance
OVM multi-strand stay cable system has been consistently improved based on numerous of tests in independent
laboratories both at home and abroad, such as CTL USA and EMPA Switzerland. It is a proven system has good
static and fatigue performance according to latest CIP, fib and PTI recommendations.

Fatigue & static test at EMPA,Switzerland

Fatigue & static test at CTL, USA

Dynamic watertightness performance
A large numbers of bridges reveal that the most cable corrosion occurs at the lower anchorages,which is
because of weak watertightness performance.OVM multi-strand stay cable system has been tested for its
dynamic watertightness performance been proven to comply with latest CIP,fib, and PTI recommendations.

OVM250-139 stay cable assembly being tested-CTL,USA

OVM250-139 stay cable anchorages fatigue test
The Test completed on January 9th,2012.
Test standard:fib Bulletin 30:Acceptance of stay cable systems using prestressing steels(2005).
The individual strand is galvanized, greased and HDPE-sheathed, 15.24mm, with nominal diameter
UTS 1860 MPa.
Resistance to 250 MPa stress range which exceeds specified as 200MPa at 45% of GUTS for
2 million cycles, in CIP, fib and PTI.

www.ovm.cn
sales @ ovm.cn

Dynamic watertightness test of OVM250 stay cable as per CIP

www.ovm.cn
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OVM250 Main Data

Adjustable- end（when be stressed in pylon )

OVM250-12

12

3125

1406

3348

1507

OVM250-19

19

4947

2226

5301

2385

OVM250-22

22

5729

2578

6138

2762

OVM250-27

27

7031

3164

7533

3390

OVM250-31

31

8072

3632

8649

3892

OVM250-34

34

8853

3984

9486

4269

OVM250-37

37

9635

4335

10323

4645

OVM250-43

43

11197

5038

11997

5399

OVM250-55

55

14322

6445

15345

6905

OVM250-61

61

15884

7148

17019

7659

OVM250-73

73

19009

8554

21204

9542

OVM250-85

85

22134

9960

23715

10672

OVM250-91

91

23696

10663

25389

11425

OVM250-109

109

28383

12772

30411

13685

OVM250-127

127

33070

14881

35433

15945

OVM250-139

139

36195

16288

38781

17451

OVM250-151

151

39320

17694

42129

18958

OVM250-160

160

41664

18749

44640

20088

custom-made

Fixed- end

139

260

560

600

680

240

470

900

575

130

610/15

315

560

250

590

470

880

480

130

530/12

151

260

560

600

680

240

470

900

575

130

610/15

355

560

250

590

470

880

480

130

530/12

280

600

600

730

240

510

980

615

140

660/15

355

600

280

630

510

950

520

140

560/12

160

570

Note:The dimensions of guide pipe and bearing plate are based on concrete structure.
The dimensions may be adjusted if the bridge is a steel structure.
www.ovm.cn
sales @ ovm.cn
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OVMAT Stay Cable System for Extradosed Bridges
Extradosed Bridge is also called “partially cable stayed bridge”, It combines the characteristics of cable
stayed bridge and continuous girder bridge. The load on bridge is resisted by both cables and girders. It
features economic, aesthetic, good rigidness and easier construction, etc.

(1) Epoxy Mortar Bonding Type
Anti- Slip device

The first extradosed bridge was built in 1994 in Japan. OVM subcontracted the very first extradosed bridge
(Zhanbei Bridge) in 2001in China. With continuous improvement on it, OVMAT Stay Cable enjoys technical
and economic advanced and wins high and wide recognition. OVM has involved in construction of 100+ extradosed
bridges worldwide since 2001. Through which, OVM has accumulated abundant experiences on its cable system
designing, supplying and application, and bridge construction and management.
OVM AT Stay Cable System is extended on basis of the excellent performance of OVM250 Multi-strand Stay Cable
System. By successfully adopting an innovative patented individual-pipe saddle which have strands individually
and intactly passing through the saddle, it well maintains PE sheathed strand’s anti-corrosion performance
and remarkably improve stress condition around saddle on pylon. OVM’s patented anti-slip device fits on saddle
end to effectively transfer the bilateral deflect load of cable to pylon. OVMAT Stay Cable System is capable
of single strand adjustable and replaceable.

Anti-slip device

(2) Anti-Slip Key Type

Anti-slip device

Anti-slip device
(alternatively)

Socket
Arrangement of
anchor keys

Anti- slip device

Anti-slip block

(1) Epoxy Mortar Bonding Type
Steel strands are evenly distributed in anchor device.
Each steel strand sufficiently bonded with filled epoxy mortar.
It can resist and transfer the bilateral deflecting force to pylon during the cable service .
(2) Anti-slip Key Type

Lock nut

Anti-slip key

Each strand is individually placed in saddle pipes and parallel to each other.
Each strand is fixed with an anti-slipping key.
It can resist and transfer the bilateral deflecting force during the cable service period.
The single strand is replaceable.

Xianshen River Bridge,China

www.ovm.cn
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Shengsi Sanqiao Harbour Bridge,China

Liuzhou Sanmen River Bridge,China

www.ovm.cn
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Installation

OVMAT Main Data
Anchor head
Nut
sealing socket

Wedge
Anchor cap

Dmin

Wax

CCT Sensor
（If required）

HDPE pipe connector

Waterproof cap
Internal Damper

Collar

HDPE pipe

Collar

Anti-slipping anchor device

Saddle

OVM Stay Cable System can be installed by single-strand-tensioning method,the process is monitored
and automatically controlled,which ensures the force of each strand is uniform.After the individual strand
installation,integral cable tensioning method may be carried out to satify final deck level according
to stress condition of bridge.

Lmin

Operation clearance
1.Individual strand tensioning for both OVM250 and OVMAT stay cable.
Bearing plate
Sealing set

Sensor wire
Guide pipe

Mono stressing jack

Chair

Bearing plate

Anchorage

300
Exposed part

2.Integral Cable Tensioning
Integral cable tensioning clearance for OVM250 stay cable
Stay cable anchorage
reinforcing rib
bearing plate

Side span

The center line
of the pylon

Stay cable anchorage

Mid span

Chair

Chair

Jack

Jack

The center line of saddle

HT bolt

The center
line of cable

the center
line of cable

L2

L1

Integral tensioning clearance for YDCS jack

www.ovm.cn
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in
Lm

Integral tensioning clearance for YCW jack

www.ovm.cn
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Monitoring
Stay cable is one of the key tension elements of cable-stayed bridge, whose tensile load is significant
indicator of bridge safety.To ensure the smooth operation and safety of cable-stayed bridges in service.
OVM has comprehensive solutions to monitor the cable force during cable installation and service duration.

OVM monitoring system is capable of automatic real-time remote monitoring on cables.

www.ovm.cn
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Applications

KIGAMBONI BRIDGE, TANZANIA
Total length 400m, main span 200m

Cable-stayed Bridge

Under Construction (2015)
Supply and installation of stay cable system

SHANTOU QUESHI BRIDGE,CHINA
Length 906m, main span 518m
1999
Supply and installation of 160 stay cables,
weight of strand 1,100 tons

The largest stay cable consists of 160 pieces strands

ANQING BRIDGE OVER YANGTZE RIVER,CHINA
Length 1,040m, main span 510m
2004
Supply and installation of 128 stay cables,
weight of strand 1,000 tons

LALI BRIDGE,IRAN
Total length 456m, main span 256m,
2010
Supply of 80 stay cables,
weight of strand 205 tons

MAZU BRIDGE,TAIWAN
Total length 1,255m, main span 125m,
width 27m
2008
Supply of 72 stay cables,
weight of strand 250 tons

www.ovm.cn
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Extradosed Bridge
The 1ST KUM-KANG BRIDGE,KOREA
Total length 740m, main span 180m,
2009~2011
Supply of 208 stay cables,weight of strand 355 tons

JINGLAN BRIDGE,CHINA
Total length 580m, main span 80m,
2008
Supply and installation of stay cables

ANHUI TONGLING HIGHWAY-RAILWAY COMBINED BRIDGE,CHINA
Total length 6,000m, main span 630m,
2015
Supply and installation of stay cables system
HEMAXI BRIDGE,CHINA
Length 1,895m, main span 230m,
2006
Supply and installation of 128 stay cables,
weight of strand 425 tons

www.ovm.cn
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GAK-WAH BRIDGE,KOREA
Total length 270m, main span 80m
2007
Supply of stay cables system for extradosed bridge

OVM250 & OVMAT Multi-strand Stay Cable System

CHAOYANG BRIDGE,CHINA
Total length 908m, main span 150m
2015
Supply and installation of stay cables

XIAOBANTIAN BRIDGE,TAIWAN
Total length 360m, main span 180m
2013
Supply and installation of stay cables

XIANSHEN RIVER BRIDGE,CHINA
Total length 267m,
pier height up to 170m
2009
Supply and installation of 52 stay cables,
weight of strand 310 tons

www.ovm.cn
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OVM250 & OVMAT Multi-strand Stay Cable System

Temporary Construction Solution

NANNING BRIDGE,CHINA
Length 734.5m, main span 300m
2009
Supply and installation of 56 temporary supporting cables,
weight of strand 364 tons

www.ovm.cn
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SHANGHAI LUPU BRIDGE,CHINA
Length 750m, main span 550m,
2003
Supply and installation of 176 temporary supporthing cables,
resisted strong typhoon twice during construction of arch ribs
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